REPORT ON THE RESULTS
OF THE SPORT EVENT
Scopri Termoli
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www.italy-croatia.eu/acronym

Event code: 1175
Event name: Scopri Termoli
Event organizer: ASD Runners Termoli and Fidal Molise Regional Committee
Event description: Thanks to the spectacular nature of the course, carefully chosen by the
organizers of the Termoli Runners, for three years the event has taken on the role of Urban City.
In compliance with the federal regulations that provide for this category of races when they do
not exceed 20% of asphalt and are affected by nature trails or from ancient villages and of
particular historical / cultural interest. The competitive race is run on a distance of 10 km (also
dubbed by the non-competitive on the same distance), while the youth races are run on 250 m
(0-6 years), 400 m (7-11 years), 1000 m (12-13 years and 14-15 years).
Event classification: Sporting events and performances
Event date: 08/12/2018
Web site: http://molise.fidal.it/
Total number of participants:
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Scopri Termoli was held in Termoli on December the 8th 2018. Before the event, organizers
planned environmental, social and economic impact of the event using Zero Waste 2.0 platform.
The Zero Waste 2.0 platform is based on the concept of Sustainable Event recognized by UNEP
(2009): “A sustainable event is one designed, organized and implemented in a way that minimizes
potential negative impacts and leaves a beneficial legacy for the host community and all
involved”.
Zero Waste 2.0 platform is divided in the three sections: environmental, socio-cultural and
economic. Environmental section contains 43 questions about event, socio-cultural 13 and
economic 9 questions.

How is the sustainability of an event evaluated?
The Zero Waste 2.0 platform calculates the sustainability of the event by dividing it into two
phases:
1) “Event planning” - the analysis is carried out based on the declarations of the organizer,
which will be used to draw up the preliminary evaluation.
2) “Post-event reporting” - the analysis is carried out after the implementation of the event
in order to confirm the declarations released by the organizer during the planning phase
and integrate the definitive evaluation with new information, previously not available.
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Results:
Event (Scopri Termoli)

Event planning

Post-event reporting

Environmental sustainability section

88,07%

88,07%

Socio-cultural sustainability section

84,62%

84,62%

Economic sustainability section

93,30%

93,30%

Total sustainability

87,58%

87,58%

The results show that the event has the same results in all three sections. After event
implementation, environmental, socio-cultural and economic impact remained the same, and
thus confirmed the planning phase. Total sustainability after the event was 87,58%. Regarding
the CO2 emissions savings, total saving after event was 11.721,20 kgCO2eq.

Scopri Termoli is Zero Waste Blue event because it managed to achieve overall sustainability
above 40%.
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In order to achieve these results, organizers have implemented a number of sustainable
activities: use of mains water for refreshment, use of local products and km0 for the realization
of the race package and the awards, use of compostable, biodegradable and recycled material,
online registration, use of eco-compatible bibs, positioning of ecological islands for separate
waste collection, preparation of containers for the collection of waste on the route with the help
of volunteers to ensure cleanliness and urban decor.

Recommendation for the future events:








constant coordination between all subjects involved in the realization of the event
pay attention to the environmental, socio-cultural and economic section, and to their
improvement
provide education on ecological and economic sustainability
provide education on waste recycling
further waste reduction
use sustainable transport
promote sustainable accommodation
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